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Two Gene interactions 

In many instances, Non allelic genes interact to determine phenotypic 

characteristics. In some cases interaction between genes result in new 

phenotypes without modification of typical mendelian ratios. 

Epistatic interaction 

Epistasis is a form of gene interaction in which one gene interferes with the 

phenotypic expression of another non allelic gene. 

A gene that masks another gene expression is said to be epistatic and the 

gene whose expression is masked by a non allelic gene is said to be 

hypostatic. When epistasis is operative between two gene loci, the number 

of phenotypes appearing in the offspring from dihybrid parents will be less 

than 4. There are six types of epistatic ratio is commonly recognised, three 

of which have three phenotypes and other three have only two phenotypes. 

Dominant epistasis (12:3:1) 

When a dominant allele at one locus, for example, the A, produces a certain 

phenotype regardless of the allelic condition of the other locus, then the A 

locus is said to beepistatic to the B locus. Since the dominant allele A is 



able to express itself in the presence of either b or B. this is the case of a 

dominant epistasis. 

 Only when the genotype of the individual is homozygous recessive at 

epistatic locus(aa) can alleles of hypostatic locus(B or b) can  be Expressed. 

Thus the genotypes A-B and A-bb produce same phenotype, whereas aaB and 

aabb produces two additional phenotypes. The original 9:3:3:1 ratio becomes 

modified into 12:3:1 ratio. 

in summer squash or Cucurbitapepo, there are three types of fruit colour- 

yellow, green and white. White colour is dominant over the colours, while 

yellow is dominant over green. Yellow colour is formed when the dominant 

epistatic gene is represented by its recessive allele( w). When the hypostatic 

gene is also recessive (y), the colour of the fruit is green. 

 

 



 

Recessive epistasis (9:3:4) 

If the recessive genotype at one locus (example aa) suppresses the 

expression of alleles the locus B, a locus is said to exhibit recessive epistasis 

over the B locus. Only if the the dominant allele is present at the A locus 

can the alleles of the hypostatic B locus can be expressed. The genotypes A-

B and A-bb produce to additional phenotypes. The 9:3:3:1 ratio becomes 

9:3:4ratio. 
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